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We determine the phase diagram of copper nitrate Cu(NO3)2·2.5D2O in the context of quantum
phase transitions and novel states of matter. We establish this compound as an ideal candidate
to study quasi-1D Luttinger liquids, 3D Bose-Einstein-Condensation of triplons, and the crossover
between 1D and 3D physics. Magnetocaloric effect, magnetization, and neutron scattering data
provide clear evidence for transitions into a Luttinger liquid regime and a 3D long-range ordered
phase as function of field and temperature. Theoretical simulations of this model material allow us
to fully establish the phase diagram and to discuss it in the context of dimerized spin systems.

PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Sg, 75.40.Cx

There has been a flourish of interest in quantum anti-
ferromagnets of late, due to a fascinating range of novel
ground states as well as a multitude of exotic field-
induced phases. A current focus of these studies involves
materials with a reduced dimensionality. In particular,
one-dimensional (1D) systems [1] have been shown to ex-
hibit remarkable properties such as Luttinger liquid (LL)
behavior, a concept relevant to a wide range of systems
including quantum wires or nanotubes [2, 3]. In this con-
text, magnetic insulators such as the gapless uniform spin
chain KCuF3 [4] have been used as model systems allow-
ing extensive studies of LLs.
Presently, of particular interest are spin S = 1

2 alter-
nating antiferromagnetic chain systems. Here, an anti-
ferromagnetic coupling J1 leads to a formation of spin
pairs (dimers) while a weaker antiferromagnetic inter-
dimer exchange J2 couples the dimers along one dimen-
sion. Thus, the system is described in an external field h
by the Hamiltonian

H =
∑

i

(J1S2i−1 S2i + J2S2iS2i+1)− h
∑

i

Sz
i . (1)

Because of the dimer formation, such materials exhibit
a singlet ground state separated from a low lying triplet
of finite width by an energy gap, ∆. The gap is closed
by the application of a magnetic field which Zeeman-
splits the triplet into its three constituents. At the crit-
ical field Hc1, the lower Sz = 1 mode starts to collapse
into the ground state, while at a second critical field Hc2

the Sz = 1 triplet state has fully shifted below the singlet
and a gap reopens. Between the two critical fields a LL
of interacting triplets develops.
At very low temperatures, and with a weak interchain

interaction J ′ present in real materials, the triplet states

(triplons) condense into a long-range ordered (LRO)
ground state between the two critical fields, a phase
that is described as Bose-Einstein-condensation (BEC) of
triplons [5–7]. The concept of a BEC of triplons was first
introduced for the 3D interacting dimer system TlCuCl3
[8], and later extended to other 2D or 3D coupled dimer
systems [9, 10]. Quasi-1D materials involving alternating
spin chains or ladders, in addition, may show evidence
of both LL and BEC phases [11]. Therefore they would
allow the unique opportunity to study crossover effects
between 1D and 3D physics.

Only the ladder series (Hpip)2Cu(Br,Cl)4 is discussed
in terms of such a dimensional crossover from a LL to
a BEC phase [12, 13]. It was demonstrated that in the
strong coupling limit (rung coupling Jrung ≫ leg coupling
Jleg) a spin ladder effectively is described as a dimerized
spin chain [14]. It was argued that the low energy physics
of the alloying series (Hpip)2Cu(Br,Cl)4 exhibits a uni-
versal behavior. The energy scale of the spin dimers is
given by the singlet-triplet splitting via Jrung and Jleg,
of the LL by Jleg , while the BEC phase is controlled by
the residual 3D coupling J ′.

Here, we prove that copper nitrate Cu(NO3)2·2.5D2O
is the first alternating antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
chain displaying the dimensional crossover from a 1D LL
regime into a 3D BEC phase. We do so by establishing
the magnetic phase diagram of copper nitrate for applied
fields along the crystallographic b axis. The phase di-
agram was mainly determined by magnetocaloric effect
(MCE) measurements, while magnetization, heat capac-
ity and neutron diffraction complete this study. We dis-
cuss our findings on this alternating Heisenberg chain in
comparison to studies on spin ladder systems.

Copper nitrate crystallizes in a monoclinic crystal
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structure I2/c [15] and the magnetic properties are
well described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). The in-
chain antiferromagnetic exchange constants from ther-
modynamic measurements (J1/kB = 5.16(4)K; J2/kB =
1.39(5)K [16]) agree well with those from neutron scat-
tering (J1/kB = 5.13(2)K; J2/kB = 1.23(2)K [17]). At
very low temperatures weak interchain interactions of the
order of 0.06K [18] lead to a transition into a LRO state
in applied magnetic fields. Previously, the critical fields
were determined to µ0Hc1 ≈ 2.8T and µ0Hc2 ≈ 4.3T
for fields parallel to the b axis [18, 19]. The magnetic
phase diagrams from these early studies are at variance
with each other and rather inaccurate. They indicate a
dome-like 3D LRO phase but do not reveal any informa-
tion about 1D physics. A neutron diffraction study of the
magnetic structure in the LRO phase concluded that the
S = 1

2 Cu2+–spins are arranged antiferromagnetically in
the ac plane [20], while simultaneously a ferromagnetic
spin component along the field direction develops. This
behavior nowadays is understood as a BEC of triplons.

Quasi isothermal MCE measurements were carried out
in magnetic fields up to 5.2T for temperatures down to
60mK using a home-built calorimeter. From these stud-
ies the heat generation or absorption due to the changing
field δQMCE(H)/d(µ0H) is obtained. For the measure-
ments a 1.88(2)mg single crystal grown out of saturated
solution was used (deuteration content at least 98.6%).
The magnetic field was swept with 6mT/min at a con-
stant bath temperature. The same calorimeter and sam-
ple were used to measure the heat capacity via a relax-
ation method. For magnetization measurements down to
150mK an in-house built cantilever magnetometer was
used, which works like a Faraday force magnetometer.
A 0.49(2)mg sample from the same batch as the sample
from the MCE was used. Additionally neutron diffrac-
tion data were taken at the instrument WISH at ISIS,
UK, at temperatures down to 40mK on a sample with a
mass of 782(1)mg (deuteration content 99.4%).

Fig. 1(a) shows the field dependence of the
quantity −1/T δQMCE(H)/d(µ0H). From integra-
tion the entropy is obtained (dS/d(µ0H) = −1/T
δQMCE(H)/d(µ0H)) and displayed in Fig. 1(b). At
all temperatures the data of −1/T δQMCE(H)/d(µ0H)
show at fields of ∼2.7T and ∼4.3T a maximum and min-
imum, respectively. These extrema are typical for MCE
data of dimerized spin systems and do not indicate phase
transitions. In between these extrema additional features
are observed and can be termed jumps and zero crossings.
Jumps at the fields Ht1/Ht2 indicate kinks in the entropy
(viz., signatures of second order phase transitions), thus
denoting transitions into the LRO phase. The zero cross-

ings can be identified at H ′

t1 and H ′

t2 when the signal
changes sign, crossing the zero line. These are points
where dS/d(µ0H) = dM/dT = 0 and thus the entropy
and magnetization show extrema. Smooth extrema in
the magnetization can be attributed to crossovers into a

LL regime, viz., H ′

t1 and H ′

t2 indicate the crossover into
the LL regime when they do not coincide with Ht1 and
Ht2 [21–23].
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FIG. 1: Magnetocaloric effect − 1
T

δQMCE(H)
d(µ0H)

of copper nitrate

(a) and the corresponding entropy S (b) at different bath tem-
peratures. The data at 290mK are compared to the results of
simulations using exact diagonalization (ED); for details see
text.

Four combinations of features are observed indicating
different field induced transitions and crossovers in cop-
per nitrate. At low temperatures up to 145mK (purple
curves in Fig. 1) the jumps coincide with the two zero-
crossings so that two maxima in the entropy coincide
with kinks, which indicate phase transitions into and out
of the LRO phase. The entropy is maximized near the
transition fields as it is predicted for quantum phase tran-
sitions [24]. For 145mK ≤ T ≤ 163mK (green curves in
Fig. 1) the jumps end before the zero level is reached.
The entropy S(H) shows consequently two round max-
ima as well as two kinks close-by the maxima. This im-
plies that there is a transition into the LRO phase at
Ht1 and Ht2 (kinks) and a crossover into the LL at H ′

t1

and H ′

t2 (smooth maxima). For 163mK ≤ T ≤ 205mK
(black curves in Fig. 1) there are no kinks in the en-
tropy but only smooth extrema which are asymmetric in
field. This suggests that there is only a crossover into
the 1D LL regime. At higher temperatures (red curves
in Fig. 1) only one maximum is present in the entropy
demonstrating that LL behavior is no longer dominant.

The magnetization also shows features indicative of a
crossover into a 1D LL regime or a transition into a LRO
state [21]. Thus field dependent magnetization measure-
ments were conducted using the cantilever magnetometer
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to corroborate our MCE data (Fig. 2). At lowest temper-
atures (156mK), the magnetization starts to increase at
about µ0Hi ≈ 2.55T and reaches saturation at about
µ0Hsat ≈ 4.65T. The derivative of the magnetization
reveals a double peak structure with the higher maxi-
mum at higher fields. These two maxima indicate the
crossovers into and out of the LL regime [21], which re-
main resolvable for temperatures up to 215mK. At higher
temperatures (see T = 317mK in Fig. 2) only one peak
remains at about 3.6T.
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FIG. 2: Magnetization M(H) and the field derivative
dM/dµ0H of copper nitrate. M(H) calculated via exact di-
agonalization (ED) is included; for details see text.

The temperature dependent magnetization can be cal-

culated from the MCE via (− 1
T

δQMCE(H)
d(µ0H) = dM/dT ) and

integrating the data with respect to temperature. These
results are scaled to the cantilever measurements to pro-
duce data values on an absolute scale (Fig. 3).
For a magnetic field of 2.95T (Fig. 3(a)) a pro-

nounced minimum defines the phase transition into the
LRO phase. This feature closely resembles the cusp-like
minimum in the susceptibility of BEC materials such as
TlCuCl3 and marks the boundary for BEC of triplons
[8, 25]. Further, close to µ0Hc2, at 4.10T (Fig. 3(b)), a
maximum in the magnetization indicates this transition,
again in agreement with findings on BEC materials such
as BaCuSi2O6 [9]. Altogether, the LRO phase in copper
nitrate can therefore be interpreted as a BEC phase.
For applied fields closer to the top of the LRO dome,

two features are observed. At 3.10T (Fig. 3(c)) a round
minimum indicates the crossover into the LL, while a kink
defines the transition into the LRO phase. The transition
into the LRO phase is very pronounced in the tempera-
ture derivative dM/dT , where a peak defines the tran-
sition clearly. Further, the minimum of the magnetiza-
tion is indicated by a zero crossing of the derivative. For
3.92T (Fig. 3(d)) the situation is similar, but the mag-
netization minimum is replaced by a maximum. This
magnetization evolution with a minimum/maximum for
a crossover into a LL regime and a kink for a transition
into a 3D ordered phase is in perfect agreement with the
predictions by Wessel et al. [23] for a spin ladder. Alto-
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FIG. 3: Magnetization M(T ) and the temperature derivative
at 2.95T (a), 4.1 T (b), 3.1 T (c), and 3.92T (d) obtained
from MCE data. The purple lines indicate the transition into
the LRO phase, while the blue lines mark the transition into
the LL regime.

gether, the interpretation of the features in the MCE as
phase transitions and crossovers is fully consistent with
the observations made for the magnetization M(T ).

The jumps and zero-crossings from the MCE data and
the maxima of the magnetizationM(H) data are summa-
rized in a magnetic phase diagram (Fig. 4). The upper
phase boundary of the LRO phase was further defined
by jumps in the heat capacity (not shown). As well, the
transition fields were observed by neutron diffraction at
40mK (not shown). The antiferromagnetic contribution
to the nuclear Bragg peak (402̄) indicate the onset of the
LRO phase and was added to the phase diagram [26].
Following the presentation in the Refs. [27, 28] we in-

clude a contour plot of the data − 1
T

δQMCE(H)
d(µ0H) .

Overall, the general appearance of the phase di-
agram is similar to that of the spin ladder series
(Hpip)2Cu(Br,Cl)4. The phase boundary of the BEC
phase forms a dome, which extends up to 166mK at
3.52T. For a 3D BEC-phase a critical behavior of the
phase boundary with the universal critical exponent φ =
2/3 is expected [29]. Accordingly, the phase boundary
was fitted to Tc ∝ (H−Hc1)

φ. A fit with φ = 2/3 (Hc1 =
2.73T) describes the evolution of the phase boundary
within the error bars (blue line in Fig. 4), fully con-
sistent with the properties of a BEC phase. We note,
however, that the phase boundary is rather steep caus-
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crosses indicate local maxima in the heat capacity obtained
from simulations using exact diagonalization. They repre-
sent crossovers between the QD, QC, and the fully polarized
regime; for details see text.

ing an uncertainty in the determination of φ of about
±0.2. Further, at higher temperatures a 1D LL regime
is identified. The LL regime has a dome shape located
above that of the LRO phase, with an experimentally
determined maximum temperature between 215mK and
244mK. In contrast to the LRO-phase, the LL dome ap-
pears rather asymmetric in shape.

To quantify the experimental data in terms of the
model of an alternating antiferromagnetic chain (Eq.
(1)), the magnetization, MCE, and heat capacity were
calculated for a ring of 14 spins using exact diagonaliza-
tion (full diagonalization) and for temperatures above the
LRO phase using the software ALPS release 2.0 [30, 31].
Very good agreement between experimental data and cal-
culation was obtained for temperatures down to 195mK
using the exchange constants J1/kB = 5.10(2)K and
J2/kB = 1.20(2)K (calculated data as blue lines in Figs.
1(a) and 2). These values agree nicely with those from
Xu et al. [17]. We can now further define the phase dia-
gram, in particular the upper boundary of the LL dome.
Due to the difficulty in extracting the zero crossing points
from the experimental data in this region, we can use
the calculated MCE curves to define the upper bound-
ary. It was found at Tc,max, LL = 220(5)mK, which is in
full agreement with the experimental data and marked
in Fig. 4 as a dashed line. The asymmetry of the phase
boundary is derived by the slopes of the MCE data with
a steeper phase boundary/slope observed on the high
field side. This translates directly into an asymmetry
of the entropy peak intensities in which the high field
peak maintains a higher entropy compared with the low

field peak. In a similar vein the experimental and cal-
culated data dM/dH show the same intensity variation
as the entropy, with higher intensity at the high field re-
gion. Accordingly, this asymmetry was also observed in
the ED calculation of our 1D chain model. Altogether
it implies that the asymmetry is intrinsic to this system
and may in fact be a fundamental property in alternat-
ing chain LL regimes. Next, following Ref. [28], from
the local maxima of the calculated heat capacity we dis-
tinguish between the quantum disordered (QD), quantum
critical (QC) and fully polarized regimes of the phase di-
agram (Fig. 4). The QD phase is characterized by a well
defined gap between singlet and triplet states, while the
QC phase shows a collapse of this gap. In this part of
the phase diagram the triplet state becomes populated
with no long-range magnetic correlations. Finally, in the
fully polarized regime a gap reopens and the moments
are constrained to align along the field.
For the spin ladder series (Hpip)2Cu(Br,Cl)4 the low

temperature properties were accounted for by the rung
and leg couplings, Jrung and Jleg , plus the residual in-
terchain coupling J ′ [12–14, 27, 28]. It was argued that
for the series (Hpip)2CuBr4 to (Hpip)2CuCl4 the energy
scales of the LL and the BEC phase scale with the lad-
der coupling Jleg and J ′, respectively. With the coupling
strengths Jrung;Jleg for (Hpip)2CuBr4 (12.6K; 3.55K)
and (Hpip)2CuCl4 (3.42K; 1.34K) the coupling ratio
γ = Jleg/Jrung is similar (0.28 (Br4) and 0.39 (Cl4)).
(Hpip)2CuBr4 exhibits field induced long range mag-
netic order below ∼100mK, corresponding to an inter-
chain coupling J ′ of the order of a few 10s of mK. For
(Hpip)2CuBr4 ((Hpip)2CuCl4) a LL is observed up to
1.4 K (0.5 K), implying that the maximum of the LL
crossover dome lies at ∼ 0.4Jleg.
In comparison, for the alternating chain copper ni-

trate we find for the quantity analogous to γ, the ra-
tio J2/J1 = 0.24, i.e., a similar degree of dimerization.
As well, the residual 3D coupling strength is of the or-
der of a few 10s of mK. In contrast, Luttinger liquid
behavior is observed over a much smaller temperature
range, that is up to 220mK ≈ 0.18J2. Thus, while cop-
per nitrate structurally and in terms of magnetic cou-
pling strengths is a material even closer to the 1D limit
than (Hpip)2Cu(Br,Cl)4, 1D physics is more pronounced
in the latter compound. Here, it is intriguing to compare
the ladder Hamiltonian

H =
∑

i

(JrungSi,1Si,2 + Jleg (Si,1Si+1,1 + Si,2Si+1,2))

− h
∑

i

Sz
i (2)

with the alternating chain Hamiltonian Eq.(1). It is
tempting to associate J1 with Jrung and J2 with Jleg.
Within this picture, we speculate that on a qualitative
level the more pronounced 1D behavior of the spin lad-
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der might result from the additional 1D exchange path
provided by the ladder structure.
In conclusion, this work shows for the first time a de-

tailed mapping of both LL and LRO phases in an al-
ternating antiferromagnetic chain. While the alternating
chain, copper nitrate, shows similar features to the lad-
der compounds, a clear difference in the energy scales is
revealed. Notably, we have been able to use the single
technique of MCE to define both the 1D LL and 3D LRO
phase boundaries. This represents the clearest evidence
of a dimensional crossover available in the literature to
date and may motivate further investigations of this fas-
cinating observation.
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